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1. Introduction
Input/Output automata (or I/O automata) were originally introduced by Tuttle and Lynch [10,13] as a
model for distributed computations in asynchronous
networks and as a means of constructing correctness
proofs of distributed algorithms. Basically, an I/O automaton is a transition system with action names labeling its transitions. A distinction is made between
internal actions and external (i.e., input and output) actions used for communication with the environment,
which may consist of other I/O automata. They can
be composed using a synchronous product construction yielding a new I/O automaton. Many variants of
I/O automata were considered and the model is now
widely used for describing reactive, distributed systems [6–8,10–13].
✩
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Inspired by I/O automata, Ellis introduced team
automata in [5] to model components of groupware
systems and their interconnections. They were further
developed as a formal model in, e.g., [1–3]. In particular, in the first author’s PhD Thesis [1] they were
shown to provide a solid and general theoretical framework for the study of synchronization mechanisms in
automata models. Ellis dropped a number of the restrictions of I/O automata to allow flexible modeling of
various kinds of collaboration in groupware systems:
Team automata impose hardly any restrictions on the
role of the actions in the various components and their
composition is not based on an a priori fixed way of
synchronizing their actions. This makes it possible to
define a wide variety of protocols for the interaction
between a system and its environment.
It is our aim to establish a formal connection between I/O automata and team automata, easing the
transfer of notions, techniques, and results. In Section 2 we first introduce team automata. Then, in Section 3, we demonstrate how I/O automata fit in the
framework of team automata. We do this by studying
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separately several notions that are always used in combination for I/O automata: input-enabledness, compatibility, and synchronous product. This embedding of
I/O automata in the framework of team automata is
then used in Section 4 to investigate the modularity
of iteratively defined I/O automata. In particular, we
consider the notions of subteam and superteam as introduced for team automata [2] and investigate to what
extent they can be applied to I/O automata. So far,
these notions have not been considered explicitly for
I/O automata. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Team automata
Component automata are the basic building blocks
of team automata. A component automaton is a labeled transition system. The labels represent the actions of the automaton. Three types of actions are distinguished. We recall some notions from [2].
Definition 1. A component automaton is a (labeled)
transition system C = (P , (Γinp , Γout , Γint ), γ , J ), with
P its set of states; Γ = Γinp ∪ Γout ∪ Γint its set of
actions specified by three pairwise disjoint sets Γinp ,
Γout , and Γint of input, output and internal actions, respectively, and P ∩ Γ = ∅; γ ⊆ P × Γ × P its set of
(labeled) transitions; and J ⊆ P its set of initial states.
Let a ∈ Γ . Then γa = γ ∩ (P × {a} × P ) is the set
of a-transitions of C; a is enabled in C at state p ∈ P ,
if there exists p  ∈ P such that (p, a, p  ) ∈ γ ; and C is
a-enabling if a is enabled at every state p of C.
To avoid technical anomalies, we always assume
in this paper that the set of states and the set of initial states of a component automaton are nonempty.
Let I ⊆ N be a nonempty, possibly infinite, countable set of indices. Assume that I is given by I =
For a collection of
{i1 , i2 , . . .}, with ij < ik if j < k. 
sets Vi , with i ∈ I, we denote by i∈I Vi the Cartesian product consisting of the elements (vi1 , vi2 , . . .)
with vi ∈
Vi for each i ∈ I. If vi ∈ Vi for each i ∈
I,
then
2 , . . .) of
i∈I vi denotes the element (vi1 , vi

i∈I Vi . For each j ∈ I and (vi1 , vi2 , . . .) ∈
i∈I Vi ,
=
v
.
If
∅
=

J
⊆ I,
we define projj ((vi1 , vi2 , . . .))
j

then projJ ((vi1 , vi2 , . . .)) = j ∈J vj .
For the sequel, we let S = {Ci | i ∈ I} with I ⊆ N
be a fixed nonempty, indexed set of component au-

tomata, in which each Ci is specified as (Qi , (Σi,inp ,
Σi,out , Σi,int ), δ i , Ii ), with
 Σi = Σi,inp ∪ Σi,out ∪ Σi,int
as set of actions.
Σ
=
i∈I Σi is the set of actions of

S and Q = i∈I Qi is the state space of S.
Component automata interact by synchronizing on
common actions. Not all automata sharing an action
have to participate in each synchronization on that action. This leads to the notion of a complete transition
space, consisting of all possible combinations of identically labeled transitions.
Definition 2. A transition (q, a, q  ) ∈ Q × Σ × Q is a
synchronization on a in S if for all i ∈ I, (proji (q), a,
proji (q  )) ∈ δ i or proji (q) = proji (q  ), and there exists
i ∈ I such that (proji (q), a, proji (q  )) ∈ δ i .
For a ∈ Σ , ∆a (S) is the set of all synchronizations
on a in S.

Finally, ∆(S) = a∈Σ ∆a (S) is the set of all synchronizations of S.
Given a set of component automata, different synchronizations can be chosen for the set of transitions
of a composed automaton. Such an automaton has the
Cartesian product of the states of the components as
its states. To allow hierarchically constructed systems
within the setup of team automata, a composed automaton also has internal, input, and output actions. It
is assumed that internal actions are not externally observable and thus not available for synchronizations.
This is not imposed by a restriction on the synchronizations allowed, but rather by the syntactical requirement that each internal action must belong to a unique
component:
S is composable if

Σi,int ∩
Σj = ∅ for all i ∈ I.
j ∈I \{i}

Moreover, within a team automaton each internal action can be executed from a global state whenever it
can be executed by its component at the current local
state. All this is formalized as follows.
Definition 3. Let S be composable. Then a team automaton over S is a transition system T 
= (Q, (Σinp ,
Σout , Σint ), δ, I ), with 
set of states Q = i∈IQi and
set of initial states I = i∈I Ii ; actions Σ = i∈I Σi
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specified by 
Σint = i∈I Σi,int , Σout = i∈I Σi,out ,
and Σinp = ( i∈I Σi,inp ) \ Σout ; and transitions δ ⊆
Q × Σ × Q such that δ ⊆ ∆(S) and moreover δa =
∆a (S) for all a ∈ Σint .
It is immediate that every team automaton is again
a component automaton, which in its turn can be used
in a higher-level team. The team automata framework
is fairly general and flexible. An external action may
occur in different components as input or output and
choosing particular synchronizations on that action,
possibly depending on its different roles, is left to the
designer of an application.1

3. I/O automata as team automata
The theory of I/O automata also uses component
automata as basic units [7,11,13]. Composition is,
however, based on assumptions about how reactive,
distributed systems behave and interact. It is intended
(see, e.g., the Introduction of [11]) to model communication among components rather than arbitrary interaction. This leads to restrictions on the input and output roles an external action may have while assuming
an a priori fixed way of synchronizing these actions.
We first define this fixed composition, which formalizes the idea of components proceeding independently,
but subject to the restriction that any common action
is executed synchronously by all components sharing
that action. In general, for a set S of component automata as specified before, the synchronous product
χ S of the transitions from the components in S is defined by:

χ S = (q, a, q  ) ∈ ∆(S) | ∀i ∈ I:




a ∈ Σi ⇒ proji (q), a, proji (q  ) ∈ δ i .
If S is composable, then the synchronous product automaton over S, denoted by X (S), is the team automaton over S which has χ S as its set of transitions. Note
that χ S satisfies the requirements of Definition 3. In
particular, we have (χ S )a = ∆a (S) for every internal
action a.
1 See, e.g., [2] for models of different forms of collaboration and
cooperation between components, like peer-to-peer synchronizations and master-slave synchronizations.
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A synchronous product automaton thus has as its
transitions all and only those synchronizations on an
action that involve all components sharing that action. A synchronization on an action that is both input and output models a communication. Now a basic assumption within the theory of I/O automata is
that input actions are controlled by the environment,
whereas output actions are locally controlled [13].
This means that—similar to the case of internal actions—whenever a component can execute an output
action at its current local state, then it should be able to
do so from the global state in the synchronous product
automaton. In particular it should never be blocked by
components that are not ready for this communication.
Example 4. Let C1 be a component automaton with
output action a and the single transition (p, a, p). Let
C2 be a component automaton with initial state q, input actions {a, b}, and transitions {(q, b, r), (r, a, q)}.
Then S = {C1 , C2 } is composable and χ S = {((p, q),
b, (p, r)), ((p, r), a, (p, q))}. Now C1 has no local
control over its output action a: It cannot execute a
when C2 is in state q and unable to receive input a.
Consequently, only component automata are considered which are input-enabled: each input action is
enabled at each state.
Definition 5. An I/O automaton is a component automaton that is input-enabled.
This is the standard definition of an I/O automaton, except for the omission of an equivalence relation
used only to deal with fairness in computations but
otherwise ignored. I/O automata as defined here are
sometimes called unfair [6] or safe [13].
Input-enabledness guarantees that a component automaton is always ready to receive input, whatever its
current local state. This is a necessary condition for
the local control of output actions, as we now prove
in a more general setting. First we formalize the intuitive concept of local control by using the notion
of omnipresence from [1]. Let δ ⊆ ∆(S) be a subset of the set of synchronizations of S. A transition
(p, a, p  ) ∈ δ i of a component automaton Ci from S
is said to be i-omnipresent in δ if for all q ∈ Q such
that proji (q) = p, there exists (q, a, q  ) ∈ δ such that
proji (q  ) = p  . Assume now that S is composable and
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let T be the team automaton over S with set of transitions δ. Then an action a of Ci is locally controlled
by Ci in T , if all a-transitions of Ci are i-omnipresent
in δ. Hence whatever the global state of the team, the
ith component can execute any of its currently available local a-transitions. Note that this definition implies that the internal actions of any team automaton
are under the local control of the component to which
they belong. We now show a general relationship between omnipresence and enabling:
Lemma 6. Let i ∈ I and (p, a, p  ) ∈ δ i . Then (p, a, p  )
is i-omnipresent in χ S if and only if for all j ∈ I such
that j = i, Cj is a-enabling whenever a ∈ Σj .
Proof. The only-if-direction is immediate. We prove
only the if-direction. Let q ∈ Q be such that proji (q) =
p. For all j ∈ I such that j = i and a ∈ Σj , the fact
that Cj is a-enabling implies that there exists a state
pj ∈ Qj such that (projj (q), a, pj ) ∈ δ j . Thus there
exists a state q  ∈ Q with proji (q  ) = p  and, for all
j ∈ I such that j = i and a ∈ Σj , projj (q  ) = pj
where pj is as above, and projk (q  ) = projk (q) for
all k ∈ I such that a ∈
/ Σk . Then, by definition,
(q, a, q  ) ∈ χ S and hence (p, a, p  ) is i-omnipresent
in χ S . 2
Consequently, in a synchronous product automaton composed of input-enabled component automata,
it is guaranteed that each of the components locally
controls its output actions if it does not have to synchronize with another component sharing that action
as output. Clearly, this can easily be avoided in case of
team automata by not imposing this restriction on the
set of transitions of the composed automaton. Within
the theory of I/O automata, however, components are
simply beforehand forbidden to share output actions
by imposing an additional restriction on the set of
component automata:
S is compatible if it is composable and

Σi,out ∩
Σj,out = ∅ for all i ∈ I.
j ∈I \{i}

Lemma 6 implies that the internal and output actions in
the synchronous product automaton over a compatible
set of I/O automata are indeed locally controlled:

Theorem 7. Let S be a compatible set of I/O automata. Let i ∈ I and a be an internal or output action
of Ci . Then a is locally controlled by Ci in X (S).
This was found to be an important property already
in the earliest versions of I/O automata [9,13].
In order to ensure that the composition of I/O
automata is again an I/O automaton, the synchronous product construction should preserve inputenabledness. In fact, a more general property can be
derived from Lemma 6: Any set of transitions which
contains the synchronous product preserves the enabling property and compatibility is not needed.
Theorem 8. Let a ∈ Σ be such that, for all i ∈ I,
whenever a ∈ Σi , then Ci is a-enabling. Let δ ⊆ ∆(S)
be such that (χ S )a ⊆ δa . Then for every q ∈ Q there
exists q  ∈ Q such that (q, a, q  ) ∈ δ.
Proof. Let q ∈ Q and let i ∈ I be such that a ∈ Σi .
Since Ci is a-enabling, there exists a state p  ∈ Qi
such that (proji (q), a, p  ) ∈ δ i . By Lemma 6 such
a (proji (q), a, p  ) is i-omnipresent in χ S . Consequently, there exists a state q  ∈ Q such that
(q, a, q  ) ∈ χ S . Since (χ S )a ⊆ δa it follows that
(q, a, q  ) ∈ δ. 2
By observing that the input actions of a team automaton occur only as input actions in its components, we obtain as a corollary of Theorem 8 that
the synchronous product construction preserves inputenabledness:
Corollary 9. Let S be composable. If all component
automata in S are input-enabled, then X (S) is also
input-enabled.
Consequently, if all component automata in a composable set are I/O automata, then their synchronous
product automaton is also an I/O automaton. This generalizes the approach of the theory of I/O automata,
where only compatible sets of I/O automata are used
to compose new I/O automata.
Definition 10. Let S be a compatible set of I/O automata. Then X (S) is the team I/O automaton over S.
Clearly every team I/O automaton is an I/O automaton by Corollary 9.
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4. Modular constructions: subteams and
superteams
From the previous section we know that both team
automata and team I/O automata can be used as components to define higher-level teams. It thus is feasible
to design systems in a modular, iterative fashion. Conversely, an appropriate notion of subautomaton would
make it possible to decompose systems into separate
automata, which in their turn may again be composed
systems. Hence, subautomata form an integral part
of a modular approach by which one would deduce
properties of hierarchically defined systems from their
components. This is done for the framework of team
automata in [1–3], where subteams and iterated teams
have been defined and related to one another. In this
section we investigate to what extent the definitions of
subteam and iterated composition for team automata
can be applied successfully to I/O automata.
4.1. Subteams
By focusing on a subset of the component automata forming a team automaton, a subteam automaton can be distinguished. Its transitions are restricted
versions of those transitions of the team automaton in
which at least one of the components under consideration is actively involved. Its actions are the actions of
these component automata. Their classification as input, output, or internal is based on their roles in the
component automata defining the subteam: An external action which only occurs as an input action in
the components considered, is an input action of the
subteam even if it is an output action of one of the remaining component automata. This makes it possible
to view a subteam as an independent team automaton
without the context of the full team. Note that every
subset of a composable set of component automata is
again composable.
Let K
 ⊆ I be nonempty. Then
 SK = {Ck | k ∈ K},
ΣK = k∈K Σk , and QK = k∈K Qk . For a set of
synchronizations δ ⊆ ∆(S), its restriction δ K ⊆ QK ×
ΣK × QK to SK is defined by
δK =



projK (q), a, projK (q  ) | (q, a, q  ) ∈ δ
∩ ∆(SK ).
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For (δ K )a = (δa )K we simply write δaK . For the rest
of this section we let K be an arbitrary, but fixed nonempty subset of I.
Definition 11. Let S be composable and T be a team
automaton over S, with set of transitions δ. The subteam SUBK (T ) of T determined by K is the team
automaton over SK with set of transitions δ K .
Note that for a singleton set {k}, with k ∈ I, the
subteam SUB{k} (T ) is not the same as the component

automaton Ck . For one, SUB{k} (T ) has j ∈{k} Qj
rather than Qk as its set of states. Still, even if we identified a singleton Cartesian product with its element,
then in general the set of transitions δ {k} of SUB{k} (T )
would only be a subset of δ k (see also Example 13).
When applying the idea of a subteam to a team I/O
automaton, in order to be useful the result should again
be a team I/O automaton. It is immediate that every
subset of a compatible set of component automata
is again compatible. Moreover, if all component automata are input-enabled, then obviously also every
subset consists of input-enabled components. Hence,
the only thing left to establish is that the transitions
inherited by a subteam of a synchronous product automaton form again a synchronous product, now of the
transitions from the components considered: (χ S )K =
χ SK . In [2] it has been shown—using a different terminology, though—that at least the transitions of a
subteam of a synchronous product automaton will always be of the right type. Hence:
Lemma 12. (χ S )K ⊆ χ SK .
An equality does not necessarily hold, as is demonstrated by the next example.
Example 13. Let C1 and C2 be component automata
sharing the external action a. C1 has a transition
(p, a, p) while C2 does not have any a-transitions. Let
Z = {C1 , C2 }. Then clearly (χ Z )a = ∅. Consequently,
{1}
(χ Z )a = ∅, but (χ {C1 } )a = {(p, a, p  )}.
An auxiliary condition is needed to guarantee that
all necessary transitions are present in the subteam.
The example shows that the subteam may miss a transition because it has no extension in the full synchronous product. As proven next, this can only be the case
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if the corresponding action is shared with some component from outside the subteam that does not use that
action (i.e., it does not have a transition labeled by that
action).
Lemma 14. Let a ∈ ΣK be such that (χ SK )a = ∅.
j
Then (χ SK )a ⊆ (χ S )K
a if and only if (δ )a = ∅ for all
j ∈ I \ K such that a ∈ Σj .
Proof. If there exists j ∈ I \ K such that a ∈ Σj and
(δ j )a = ∅, then (χ S )a = ∅ and thus also (χ S )K
a = ∅.
Hence (χ SK )a  (χ S )K
.
To
prove
the
if-direction,
let
a

S
K
(p, a, p ) ∈ χ . Let J = {j ∈ K | a ∈ Σj }. Then,
by definition of the synchronous product, (projj (p),
a, projj (p  )) ∈ δ j , for all j ∈ J , and proji (p) =
proji (p  ), for all i ∈ K \ J . Let J  = {j ∈ I \ K |
a ∈ Σj }. Assume (δ j )a = ∅, for all j ∈ J  . Then,
for each j ∈ J  , we can fix a pair pj , pj ∈ Qj such

that (pj , a, pj ) ∈ δ j . Let q, q  ∈ i∈I Qi be such
that projj (q) = projj (p) and projj (q  ) = projj (p  ) for
all j ∈ K; projj (q) = pj and projj (q  ) = pj for all
j ∈ J  ; and proji (q) = proji (q  ) for all i ∈ I \ K such
that a ∈
/ Σi . Hence (q, a, q  ) ∈ (χ S )a and (p, a, p  ) =
(projK (q), a, projK (q  )) ∈ (χ S )K
a . 2
Combining Lemmas 12 and 14 yields the following
result.
Theorem 15. (χ S )K = χ SK if and only if for all a ∈
ΣK , (χ SK )a = ∅ or (δ j )a = ∅ for all j ∈ I \ K such
that a ∈ Σj .
Hence the synchronous product defined by a subset of the components coincides with the restriction
of the full synchronous product, if every action shared
with some “outside” components has no synchronizations in the subset itself or is used by each of these
outside components. For a composable set of component automata it thus follows that the synchronous
product is always preserved for the internal actions,
since they are never shared. If the component automata
are moreover input-enabled (I/O automata), then the
synchronous product is also preserved for those input
actions of a subteam which have transitions in each of
the outside components in which they occur as output.
Since in a compatible set of I/O automata, every out-

put action occurs in only one component as output, we
can conclude that:
Corollary 16. Let S be a compatible set of I/O automata.
Then SUBK (X (S)) = X (SK ), the team I/O auj
tomaton over SK , if and only if δa = ∅, for all a ∈
ΣK ∩ Σout and j ∈ I \ K such that a ∈ Σj,out .
If K = I, then SUBK (X (S)) is the team I/O automaton over SK and SUBI \K (X (S)) is the team I/O
j
automaton over SI \K if and only if δa = ∅, for all
a ∈ ΣK ∩ ΣI \K ∩ Σout and j ∈ I such that a ∈ Σj,out .
In other words, a subteam of a team I/O automaton
is again a team I/O automaton if and only if output of
the full team corresponding to input for the subteam is
used by the component in which it occurs as an output
action. Moreover, to guarantee that every subteam of
a team I/O automaton is a team I/O automaton, each
output action intended for communication within the
team (as it also occurs as input for some components),
should have a transition in the component in which
it occurs in its output role. While this condition may
seem mathematically involved, it actually is nothing
but the natural assumption that an action included as
an output signal will indeed be used as such.
4.2. Superteams
In [2] it is shown how team automata can be used
to construct higher-level automata and how subteams
can be considered as component automata in such iteratively defined team automata. Moreover, iteration in
the construction of a team automaton does not lead to
additional possibilities for synchronization, i.e., every
iterated team automaton over a composable set of
component automata can be interpreted as being directly defined from those components. From Corollary 9 we know that also team I/O automata can be
used as components in a hierarchical construction. In
the remainder of this section we outline the approach
followed for team automata and then restrict it to the
case of I/O automata. This yields precise structural
definitions for iterated team I/O automata, which contrasts with the usual approach [7,11,13] that focuses
on behavior and is mostly restricted to binary compositions.
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L = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
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L1 = {1, 2, 3, 5},

L2 = {4, 6},

(((q2 , q3 , q5 ), (q1 )), (q4 , q6 )) Q  = (q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 , q5 , q6 ),
L
L = {1, 2, 3, 5},

L1 = {2, 3, 5},

L2 = {1},

((q2 , q3 , q5 ), (q1 )) Q  = (q1 , q2 , q3 , q5 ),
L
L = {2, 3, 5},
(q2 , q3 , q5 ) QL = (q2 , q3 , q5 )
Fig. 1. Sketch of the process of reordering.

Given a composable set of component automata,
there are in general different routes possible to form a
team automaton. Rather than directly defining a team
over all components available, one can also first describe collaborations between certain components before merging these into a higher-level construct. Hence
first teams over disjoint subsets of components are defined and then these can be used iteratively as components in new teams, until after a finite number of
such iterations all components have been used. This
implies that the composable set is partitioned into subsets, each of which forms the basis of an (iterated)
team automaton.
A partition of a set W is an indexed collection of
sets {Wj | j ∈ J }, with J ⊆ N, suchthat the Wj are
nonempty and pairwise disjoint, and j ∈J Wj = W .
As observed before, any subset of a composable set
is again composable. Furthermore, in [2] it was shown
that since composition does not introduce new internal
actions and internal actions are never shared, team automata over disjoint subsets of a composable set also
form a composable set. Formally, {Tj | j ∈ J } is composable whenever S is composable and each Tj is a
team automaton over {Ci | i ∈ Ij }, where {Ij | j ∈ J }
is a partition of I. Consequently, we recall the following recursive definition for iterated team automata over
a given composable set.
Definition 17. Let S be composable. T is an iterated
team automaton over S if either (1) T is a team automaton over S or (2) there exists a partition {Ij |
j ∈ J } of I such that T is a team automaton over
{Tj | j ∈ J }, where each Tj is an iterated team automaton over {Ci | i ∈ Ij }.
In [2] it is shown that any iterated team automaton
over a composable set can be viewed as a team automaton over that set: Its set of actions—including the
distribution over input, output, and internal actions—is

the one defined by the composable set, just as for any
ordinary team automaton over that same set of components. Its states are “essentially” the states defined by
the composable set, where “essentially” means up to
reordering the nested components. Similarly, its transitions are “essentially” synchronizations of the composable set in the sense that only their state components have to be reordered. Hence rearranging the state
space is sufficient to consider an iterated team automaton as an ordinary team automaton. The process of
reordering outlined below is a simpler and more concrete description of the abstract reordering from [2]. It
is sketched in Fig. 1.
Assume that S is composable and let T be an iterated team automaton over S. Reordering is defined
bottom-up from leaves to root in the ordered tree describing its recursive structure and assumes that the
relevant partitions are given. At the lowest level we
have the leaves corresponding to component automata.
One level higher we have team automata over subsets
of S. Note that the order of the component automata
as used in the definition of these team automata still
corresponds to their original order in S. Hence, at this
level, reordering has no effect: Let L ⊆ I and TL be
a teamautomaton over SL = {C |  ∈ L}. For p ∈
QL = ∈L Q , its reordered version with respect to
QL is p QL = p and the reordered version of TL
with respect to SL is TL SL = TL . At all higher levels we deal with L ⊆ I and an iterated team automaton
TL over SL = {C |  ∈ L}, a subset of S. Moreover,
we have a partition {Lj | j ∈ J } of L such that TL is
a team automaton over {Tj | j ∈ J }, where each Tj is
an iterated team automaton over SLj = {C |  ∈ Lj }.
On basis of the construction we may assume that, for
all j ∈ J , for each of the states
 p of Tj , its reordered
version p QLj ∈ QLj = ∈Lj Q has been estab
lished. Then, for each state q = j ∈J qj of TL , where
for each j , qj is a state of Tj we define the reordered
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version of q with respect to QL as q QL = ∈L p
with p = proj ( qj QLj ), where j is such that  ∈
Lj . The reordered version TL SL of TL with respect
to SL is the team automaton over SL , with set of transitions δ QL = {( q QL , a, q  QL ) | (q, a, q  ) ∈ δ},
where δ is the set of transitions of TL .
All this leads to the following formalization, as
proven in [2], of our earlier observation that every iterated team automaton over a composable set of component automata can be interpreted as a team automaton
over that set by reordering its state space:
Theorem 18. Let S be composable and T be an iterated team automaton over S. Then its reordered version T S is a team automaton over S.
Conversely, every team automaton can be seen—
after reordering—as composed of any disjoint combination of its subteams, i.e., any decomposition can
be used as a constructive description of the team. Obviously, in such iterative constructions care should
be taken to include “enough” transitions. Formally,
a composable set {Tj | j ∈ J } consisting of iterated
team automata over subsets Sj of the composable set
S, where {Ij | j ∈ J } is a partition of I, may provide less transitions for the forming of a team than S
does. To define a given team T it is however always
sufficient to require that each of the Tj has at least
all transitions—up to reordering—of the subteam of
T determined by Ij . In that case, as proven in [2], one
can define the team automaton T over {Tj | j ∈ J }
such that T S = T :

structed iteratively as a synchronous product of components that are synchronous products.
Theorem 20. Let S be composable and {Ij | j ∈ J }
be a partition of I. For all j ∈ J , let Tj be an iterated
team automaton over SIj = {Ci | i ∈ Ij } such that
Tj SIj = X (SIj ). Then X ({Tj | j ∈ J }) S =
X (S).
Proof. By Lemma 12 and Theorem 19, there exists a team automaton T over {Tj | j ∈ J } such that
T S = X (S). Hence once we have proven that
T = X ({Tj | j ∈ J }) must hold, we are done. First assume that T has a transition (p, a, p  ) which is not in
χ {Tj |j ∈J } , i.e., some Tj is not involved in this transition while a is an action of this Tj . Thus a is an
action of Ci with i ∈ Ij , and this Ci is not involved
in the reordered version ( p Q , a, p  Q ) of (p, a, p  ).
/ χ S , a contradiction
Consequently ( p Q , a, p  Q ) ∈
with T S = X (S). Next assume that (p, a, p  ) ∈
χ {Tj |j ∈J } . Let j ∈ J be such that a is an action of
Tj . Then Tj is involved in this transition. Moreover,
since Tj SIj = X (SIj ), we know that every component Ci with i ∈ Ij which has a as an action is
involved in (projj (p), a, projj (p  )). Consequently, the
reordered version of (p, a, p  ) with respect to Q is
in χ S and (p, a, p  ) is thus a transition of T . Hence
T = X ({Tj | j ∈ J }), as required. 2

tomaton T over {Tj | j ∈ J } such that T S = T .

Note that, as remarked before, input-enabledness
is preserved by synchronous products and hence by
iterated synchronous product constructions (cf. Corollary 9). Moreover, like composability obviously also
compatibility is preserved when iteratively forming
teams. Formally, {Tj | j ∈ J } is compatible whenever
S is compatible and each Tj is a team automaton over
{Ci | i ∈ Ij }, where {Ij | j ∈ J } is a partition of I.
Thus we can propose a definition of iterated team I/O
automata similar to that of iterated team automata (cf.
Definition 17).

Now we turn to synchronous products as a first
step towards the iterated construction of team I/O automata. Recall that a subteam of a synchronous product automaton need not be a synchronous product automaton itself, because some transitions may be missing. Theorem 19 however allows us to prove that synchronous product automata can still be seen as con-

Definition 21. Let S be a compatible set of I/O automata. T is an iterated team I/O automaton over S
if either (1) T is the team I/O automaton over S or
(2) there exists a partition {Ij | j ∈ J } of I such
that T is the team I/O automaton over {Tj | j ∈ J },
where each Tj is an iterated team I/O automaton over
{Ci | i ∈ Ij }.

Theorem 19. Let S be composable and T be a team
automaton over S. Let {Ij | j ∈ J } be a partition of
I and, for all j ∈ J , Tj be an iterated team automaton over SIj = {Ci | i ∈ Ij } with set γ j of transitions
such that δ Ij ⊆ γ j QIj . Then there exists a team au-
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From Theorem 20 it follows that iteratively applying a synchronous product to construct higher-level
team automata yields—up to reordering—a synchronous product automaton over the original components.
This allows us to demonstrate that the reordered version of any (whatever route has been followed) iterated
team over a compatible set of I/O automata is the team
I/O automaton over these components.

Finally, we would like to point out that whereas
an I/O automaton—in fact, every synchronous product
automaton—can immediately be seen as a Petri net,
this is not the case for team automata in general [4].

Theorem 22. Let S be a compatible set of I/O automata and T be an iterated team I/O automaton
over S. Then T S = X (S).

We thank the three anonymous referees for suggestions to improve our presentation.

Proof. If T is constructed directly from S without
iteration, then T S = T = X (S). Otherwise, T is
the team I/O automaton over a compatible set {Tj |
j ∈ J }, with {Ij | j ∈ J } a partition of I, such that
each Tj is an iterated team I/O automaton over the
compatible set SIj = {Ci | i ∈ Ij }. By induction, we
assume that Tj Sj = X (SIj ). Then Theorem 20 implies that T S = X (S), as desired. 2

References

5. Discussion
We have embedded I/O automata in the framework
of team automata. In the theory of I/O automata the
notions of input-enabledness, compatibility, and synchronous product are always used in combination and
together reflect a certain viewpoint on the interaction
of reactive, distributed systems. As demonstrated in
this paper, these notions can be studied independently
of one another in the framework of team automata.
Among other things, this leads to general results—
like Theorems 8 and 20—which can be applied to I/O
automata, to the formal distinction between team I/O
automata and synchronous products of I/O automata,
and to precise notions of sub- and superteams of I/O
automata.
Emphasis has been given to the modular structure of team I/O automata. We have not dealt with
behavior as expressed through computations and we
have not considered fairness. Also the notion of strong
compatibility—by which no action may belong to infinitely many components—is not significant to our
exposition. In [1] we did study the behavior of team
automata and its implications for I/O automata, which
we intend to be the subject of a forthcoming paper.
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